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4048 IT,{ATHEMATICS O LEVEL (2016)

MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE

Cotnpound interest

Mensuration

Trigonome*y

Staistics

a7*bz +cx -}}.ccasA

Totalamount: 
"(t.#)'

Curved surface area of a cone = rrl

Surface rea of a sphere * 4nrx

Voluaeofacnue =!*'t
3

Volume of e ephere =l*'

Area of hiangls lgQ*labsilC
2

Arc leng& = rd, wlrcrc 0 ie in radians

Sectorarea=| le,wWed ie inrsdisns

abc
sin,( sin8 sinC

M*"= #
standarddeviation= WW
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1

3

Answer all the questions.

The numbers p, q andr are represented on the number line.

opqr
The values of p, q, andr xe listed below.

2 xl

2

(a) Findp, q andr.

2

5

8J)'
G

Answer p:..

q

, ......... tll

tll

2

(b) Write down the irrational number(s).

Answer

A Shinkansen train 273 m long passes through a tunnel 2 krn long. The average
speed of the train is 240lr:n/h.

Calculate the time taken for the tain to pass through the tunnel completely.
Give your answer in seconds.

.seconds L2)

PartnerlnLeaming
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Answer
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4

3
4a-3b

It ts grven that w = - 
b *, .

Express D in terms of w, a and c.

Answer b -

4 (a) The diagram shows a simplified view of a waterwheel.

State the order of rotational symmetry.
Answer

(b) Shade one more square on the diagram, such that the diagram has two lines of

symmetry.

lzl

tll

PartnerlnLeaming
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5

5

The chart shows the total number of passengers at Changi Airport in the years 2016

to February 2020.

Total number
ofpassengers

20t6 2017 2018 2019 2020
Year

State one feature of the chart that may be misleading and explain why.

6 Simplifu

(a) a'bx atbt ,

(b)

l2l

tll
27

-"

-l

)'

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
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6

7 The sketch below shows the graph of y = L + qx +L .

x
The points A(0.5,5) andE(3, -10)lie onthe graph.

Find the values of p ard q.

v

I (0.5,5)

PartnerlnLeaming
515

x

B (3, -10)

Answer p:
cl:
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7

8 f ={integers x:1=xsZA\
P = {prime numbers}

g = tmultiples of 3)

(a) List the element(s) in P nQ.

Answer

(b) Circle the correct statement from the list below.

PCQ QiP'*S (OUP)':{U

(c) On the Venn diagram, shade the region that represents PU Q'
t
h

tll

tll

t1l

PartnerlnLeaming
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9 Jen wants to buy a vacuum cleaner costing $480.

Covey Norm departmental store has a payment plan for customers to pay a deposit

of $100 and then 24 monthly payments, eaph of 4Yo of the original cost of the

vacuum cleaner.

How much more than the original cost will Jen pay if she uses the payment plan?

Answer $..

10 The scale drawing in the answer space below shows a piece of landABCD.

The owner of the land decides to use part of the land to build a nursery based on the

fo llowin g requirements :

(D The nursery is closer to the line AB thanAD
(ii) The nursery is closer to the point D than C

By constructing an angle bisector and a perpendicular bisector, shade the area of the land

where the nurserywill be built.

Answer D

PartnerlnLearning
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t3l

t3l
A

B

C
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9

11 Sketch the graph of y =9 - (x - 1)2 on the axes below.

Indicate clearly the coordinates of the points where the graph crosses the axes and
the maximum point on the curve.

Answer

o
x

PartnerlnLeaming
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10

12 In the diagra:n D and E are points on AB alnrd BC respectively such that

argle BDE: ang;le BCA.

BD: 76 cm, DA: 8 cm and BE:12 cm.

A 8cm D 16 cm B

12 cm

(a) Showthattriangle BDE ardtriangle BCA arcsimilar.

Answer (a) In triangle BDE andkiangle BCA .

(b) Hence, fndEC.

12)

.cm

PartnerlnLearning
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Answer EC:..
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13 (a) (i) Express 84 as the product of its prime factors.

Answer

(ir) The numbe r 84h 
is a perfect square.

g

h xd g are prime numbers such that h < g.

Find the value of h and the value of g.

Answer h:...
o:6

O) Find two numbers, except 360 and 24,thathave a lowest courmon multiple of
360 and a highest cornmon factor of 24.

PartnerlnLearning
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l2lAnswer
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14 Factorise completely

(a) Zax-x*a+2x2.

(b) 4yt -l6yx'.

12

PartnerlnLearning
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Answer 121

Answer
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15 A polygon has n sides. Two of its exterior angles arc2lo and 54o.
The remaining exterior angles are 15 

o 
each.

Find

(a) the value of n,

O) the sum of interior angles of the polygon.

Answer

PartnerlnLearning

o t2l

522
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t6 (a) 4 skilled workers can complete a job in 5 days. 5 semi-skilled workers can

complete the same job in 6 days. How long does it take I skilled worker and

1 semi-skilled worker to complete the same job if they work together?

Answer ............daYS [2]

(b) It is given thaty is directly proportional to the square of x andy = p for a

particular value of x. Express y in terms ofp when this value of x is halved.

PartnerlnLearning
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Answer y:
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17 The ratio of the base areas of two geometrically similar cylinders is 9:25.

(a) If the surface area of the smaller cylinder is 480 cm2, what is the surface area

of the larger cylinder?

Answer

(b) Find the ratio of the heights of the two cylinders

Answer

(c) Both cylinders are filled with silica. The mass of the silica in the larger

cylinder is 36 kg. Find the mass of silica in the smaller cylinder.

PartnerlnLeaming
524

cm2 121

t1l

..kg 12)Answer
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18

t6

.,{ is the point (3, 2)and B is the point (9, -l)

(a) Find the length of the line AB.

Answer ............units l2l

(b) Find the equation of the straight line that is parallel to AB, and passes through

noint C(-4, o).

PartnerlnLeaming
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Answer
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t7

19 The diagram shows a circle, centre O, radius t6 cm.

8 is the mid-point of the chord AC, DE is a diameter and BE:25 cm.

D

E
(a) Calculate angle AOC in radian.

Answer

(b) Hence, find the area of the segmentABCE.

PartnerlnLearning
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.*2 t3lAnswer
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18

The time taken to complete a task by two groups of students, Group 1 and Group 2, were

recorded.

The results are shown in the dot diagram.

Time (in hours)taken to complete a task

a

lal
aaaa a

0 5 8910

OGroup 1

O Group 2

(a)

Answer hours tll

O) Write down the range of the time taken by Group 2.

Answer ........ hours tll
(c) Alice claims that Group 2 took a shorter time to complete the task as the range of

the time taken by Group 2 is shorter than that of Group 1. Do you agree? Justi$

your answer.

I because

l2l

(d) Which group's timing was more consistent? Justi$' your answer,

Answer (d) Goup ..'s timing was more consistent because

PartnerlnLearning
527

I
t

7

C

o

C

6

o

o

4

o

o

o

3

o
2

o

o

1

o

Write down the median time taken by Group 1.
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19

The number of bacteria, Nunits (in thousand), in a food item after / minutes, are connected

bythe equation N =40(2t-1).

The graph N = 40(2r- l1 
is drawn on the grid below.

Nunits (in thousand)

400

350

300

250

150

200

100

(a) Use the graph to estimate the range of values of r such that 80 < N <320

Answer

(b) (l) By drawing a tangent, find the gradient of the curve at (1, 40).

PartnerlnLeaming
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50

, mrns

lll

Answer

[Turn over
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Answer

2A

(ii) Hence, state what the tangent at (1, 40) represents.

(iii) The food item is not safe to be consumed when the number of bacteria is at

least 800% from its original amount.

Using the graph, determine after how long the food item is no longer safe to

be consumed.

Answer ...min 121

PartnerlnLeaming
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22 In the diagram, ABC represents a horizontal kiangular garden.

CB:5 m.

Angle ACB : 64" and,the bearing of ,4 from B is 280'.
N

C

(a) Calculate the bearing of B from A.

Answer

(b) A vertical tree, BT, has its base at B.

The angle of depression of the point Cwhen viewed from the top of the tree is 24'.
(i) Find the height of the tree.

Answer .m l2l

(ii) David measured the largest angle of elevation of the top of the tree as

seen from thepathAC.
Calculate this angle of elevation.

Answer

End ofPaper

PartnerlnLearning
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2

Mathematieal Formulae

Compound Interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

Total amount: P

n

1+r
100

Curved surface area of a cone : nrl

Surface area of asphere = 4t#

Volumeofacone:!rin
3

Volume of a sphere: ,i4

3

Area of trian gle ABC : ! ab sn C
2

Arc length: rfl where 0 is in radians

1 ll,where g is in radiansSector atea: -a
2

abc
sin I sin,B sin C

a2:b2+c2-zbccosa

Mean:

Standard deviation:

PartnerlnLearning
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Answer all questions.

I (a)

(b)

Solve the equation * =i

Solve the inequalities -2 .'*!' s3-x
2

Answer a: ... t3l

t3l

[Turn over
PartnerlnLeaming
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Answer
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4

(c) Express -=+- . 
-2^ - 

as a single fraction in its simplest form.^ l8d'-30d+8 16-9d'

PartnerlnLeaming

t4l

534

Answer
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2 In the diagram below, A, B, C andD are points on the circumference of a circle of centre O.

FCE is a tangent to the circle at C.

Angle BAC- 68' and atgle DOC: 100"

B

D

E

C

F

Find, giving reasons for each answer,

(i) angle DBC,

Answer

(ii) angleDCF

Answer

(iii) angle BDO.

PartnerlnLeaming

A

t1l

t1l

l2l

535

Answer
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6

3 The diagram shows a solid made up of a cone and a hemisphere.
The hemisphere has a radius of 5 cm.
The cone has a base radius of 5 cm and a height of 12 cm.

(a) Calculate the surface area of the solid.

PartnerlnLeaming
536

c# Fl

12 cm

Answer

[Turn over
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(b) Calculate the volume of the solid.

7

PartnerlnLearning
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Answer cm3 t2l
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8

4

C

&
80 cm

50 cm

125 cm

A piece of steel rodAB is placed in a box as shown above. AB is 145 cm.
One end of the steel rod,l, is in the bottom comer of the box and the other end of the
steel rod, B, is below the top comer of the box.

It is given that the box has a height of 80 cm, length of 125 cm and width of 50 cm.

(a) Find the length of BD.

PartnerlnLeaming
538

.cm 13lAnswer
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(b) Find the angle ABC.

t3l

PartnerlnLearning
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Answer
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5 The diagram shows a plot of land that is in the shape of a quadrilateral PQRS where
PR:2.Zlan and PS:1.4 km. Angle PR8:90o, angle kPQ:25" and angle SPR : 42".

1.4 hn

(a) Calculate the length of QR.

Answer

O) Calculate the area of the plot of land.

.l<rn 121

.hn2 t3l

PartnerlnLearning
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Answer
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(c) Detennine whether it is possible to build a circular fence such that points P, Q, R

and ,S lie on the circumference of a circle.
Justiff your decision and show your calculations clearly.

Answer ...

[Turn over

l4l

PartnerlnLeaming
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6 Ben has just relocated back to Singapore from United Kingdom.

(a) Ben converted his savings of f50 000 to Singapore dollars when the exchange rate
between pounds (f) and Singapore dollars (SS) was f,l : S$1.78.
Calculate the amount of money in Singapore dollars Ben received after the
conversion.

Answer S$...

(b) Ben is intending to invest this sum of money in a fixed deposit called the"Multiply
Plan" for a period of one year. The interest earned from the "Multiply Plan" is
compounded monthly based on the interest rates listed below.

Multiply Plan

Interest rate for first six-month period 2Yoper annum

Interest rate for next six-month period
2.5Yoper annum

(based on total amount at the end of the
first six months)

Calculate the total amount of money in Singapore dollars that Ben would have at
the end ofone year, correct to the nearest cent.

PartnerlnLeaming
542

I1l

t3lAnswer S$
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(c) Prior to returning to Singapore, Ben worked out a projected monthly expenditure

for living in Singapore.

Rental of a HDB flat s$2200
Food s$400
Transport s$100
Leisure s$s00

However, he realised that his acfiial monthly expenditure was different from his
projected amount. He has to pay 25o/omore for rental of a flat, 40olo more for food
and3}o/o more for fransport than what he had projected.

In order to reduce his monthly expenditure, he decided to cut back his monthly

expenses for leisure by 5A%.

(i) Calculate Ben's actual monthly expenditure.

Answer S$

(ii) Calculate the percentage increase in Ben's actual expendihrre compared to his

projected monthly expensos, correcting your answer to 3 significant figures.

13

PartnerlnLeaming
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.. l2l
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7 A local restaurant has 3 outlets in Bishan, Clementi and Orchard Road.

Each outlet offers 4 different set meals at the following prices.

Set A Set B Set C Set D
$10 $12 $14 $20

The table below shows the number of set meals sold at the different outlets for the month of
January.

Set / Outlet Bishan Clementi Orchard Road
Set A 250 100 300
Set B 100 80 150

Set C 50 30 t20
Set D 80 20 100

(a) Represent the information given in two matrices, a 1 x 4 matrix, B and
a4 x3 matrix, Q.

Answer P:

(b) Evaluate PQ

Answer PQ: . l2l

(c) Explain what each element in PQ represents.

t1l

PartnerlnLeaming
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t1l

Answer
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In view of the Circuit Breaker which took place in the month of April, the restaurant started a

delivery service in place of dine-in and offered the different set meals at the same price.

In the month of April, there was a20Yo increase for each type of set meal sold at the outlet in
Bishan and a decrease of 40%o for each type of set meal sold at the outlet in Orchard Road.

The number for each type of set meal sold at the Clementi outlet remained the same in the

month of April.

The matrix & a 3 x 1 matrix, is such PQR gives the total amount of money collected by the

three outlets in the month of April.

(d) Write down matrix R.

Answer R:

(e) Evaluate PQR.

Answer PQP: .

(f) Calculate the difference in the total amount of money collected by the restaurant in
April compared to January.

Was there an increase or decrease in the total amount of money collected by the

restaurant in April compared to January?

PartnerlnLeaming
545

tll

l2l

t2l

Answer
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8 A tower is made of grey and white cubes.

The first layer of the tower is made with one grey cube.

Layer I w
A tower with two layers is made with five grey cubes and one white cube as shown
below.

Layer I ffi
Layer 2

A tower with three layers is made with nine grey cubes and six white cubes as shown
below.

Layer 1 ffi
Layer 2

(a) Complete the table below

Number of layers 1 2 3 4 f,

Total number of white cubes 0 I 6

Total number of grey cubes I 5 9

Total number of cubes I 6 15

PartnerlnLeaming
546

t3l
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t7

(b) Find, in terms of n, the total number of grey cubes in a tower with n layers.

Answer
(c) Find, in terms of n, the total number of cubes in a tower with n layers.

Answer

(d) Sarah used 97 grey cubes to build a tower.
Calculate the number of white cubes she used.

PartnerlnLeaming
547

t1l

. t1l

cubes t3lAnswer
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9 The graph below shows the heights of 120 Secondary Four students in a school.

1s0 155 160 165 170 175 r80 18s

Height in centirnefies

(a) Using the graph,
(i) write down the median,

(ii) find the interquartile range

Answer ... . cm [1]

O) Given that 40Yo of the students are taller than x cm, find the value ofx

t1l

PartnerlnLeaming
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I

120

110

1

>r()t
0,

d
!)

q)

Gt

=

U

3S

20

t

Answer x =
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(c)

t9

The minimum height requirement to join the school's basketball team is 175 cm.

If two students are randomly selected, calculate the probability that they meet the

height requirement for the school's basketball team.

Answer

(d) (i) Complete the frequency table below.

(ii) Estimate the mean height of the students'

Answer

(iii) Estimate the standard deviation of the height of students.

121

l2l

.cm t1l

.cm tll

PartnerlnLearning
549

Height (cm) Frequency

150<xsl55

155<x<160

160<x<165

165 < x <170

fiA < x sl75

175<xs180

Answer ....
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10 The diagram shows a rectangle PQRS, where PQ : I 5 cm and P,S : 10 cm.

The large circle has a centre A and touches three sides of the rectangle.
The small circle has a centre B andtouches two sides of the rectangle.
The small circle touches the large circle at point 7.
The large and small circles touch the side S.i? at D and C respectively.
The point.E is the foot of the perpendicular from B to AD.

IO

It is given that the radius of the large circle is 5 cm and the radius of the small circle is x cm.

(a) Write down, in terrns ofx, an expression for the lengths of
(i) AB,

Answer

(1i) AE and

Answer
(iii)DC.

PartnerlnLearning
550
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tll

tll

tll

A

E

Answer
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2t

(b) Form an equation in x and show that it simplifies to x2 -40x + 100 = 0.

(c) Solve x' - 40x + 100 = 0 , giving your answer correct to 2 decimal places.

Answer x: ..... orx: .. t3]

(d) Hence, furd the radius of the small circle, correct to two decimal places.

cm [1]

PartnerlnLeaming
551

t3l

Answer
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11 The variablesx andy are connectedbythe equation y :Z**\-5.
x

Some corresponding values ofx andy, correct to 2 decimal places, are given in the table below

x 0.75 1 1.5 2 3 4 5 6

v 3.61 I p 0 1.44 3.25 5.16 7.lt

(a) Find the value ofp, giving your answer to 2 decimal places.

t1l

PartnerlnLeaming
552

Answer p:
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(b) Using a scale of 2cmto represent I unit, draw ahonzarfialx-axis for 0<x<7 .

Using a scale of 2 cm to represent 1 unit, draw a verticaly'axis for -1 < y <8 .

On your axes, plot the points gtven in the table and join them with a smooth curve. t3l

PartnerlnLeaming
553
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(c) Use your graph to find,

(i) the least value ofy,

Answery:...... .. tl]
(ii) the range of values ofx for whichy is less tbar.2,

Answer l2l

(iii) the solutions of the equation 3x3 =l4xz - 8 by drawing a suitable straight line.

Anywer x: .......,... 141

[Turn over
PartnerlnLeaming
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12 The most popular ride at the Outer Space amusement park is the Ferris wheel.

The diagram below shows a model of the Ferris wheel at the park'

Each day, the Ferris wheel rides run from 10:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. with an hour break for
maintenance work at 3 p.m.

The Ferris wheel has 16 passenger cabins. There are seats for 3 passengers in each cabin.

Due to recent rules on social distancing, it is mandatory to have an empty seat in between

two passengers in each cabin.

Before each ride, passengers take about 5 minutes to be seated and undergo safety

checks. At the end of each ride, passengers take about 2 minutes to disembark.

The table below shows the ticket prices for one ride on the Ferris wheel for weekdays

and weekends. Tickets must be used on the same day of pwchase'

Weekday Ticket $18

Weekend Ticket $23

(a) Given that the Ferris wheel makes 1 revolution every two minutes and makes

4 revolutions per ride, calculate the total number of rides each cabin on the Ferris

wheel makes in one day.

Answer ...

O) Calculate the maximum number of passengers that the Ferris wheel can take in one

day.

rides 12)

passengers t1l

[Turn over
PartnerlnLearning
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(c) If all the seats are taken up for every ride, calculate the total amount of money that
the park can collect from the sale of tickets for Ferris wheel rides on a weekdav.

Answer $

(d) To commemorate its tenth birthday, tie amusement park is planning to give out free
tickets for its Ferris wheel rides.

Propose a sensible number of tickets to be given free such that the amount collected
from the sale of tickets sales for the day covers its operating cost of $10 000. It is
also estimated that 40Yoto 60Yo of the total possible seats will be taken for each
ride.

Explain your proposal clearly and state any assumptions made.

PartnerlnLearning
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27

End ofPaper
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CANDIDATE
NAME

CLASS

READ THESE INSTRUCTTONS FIRST
Do not turn over the page until you are told to do so.

Write your narns, class and index number in the spaces above.

Write in dark blue or blaok pen in the space provided.

You may use a pencil for any diagrams or graphs.

Do not use staples, paper clips, glue or correction fluid.

INFORMA'TION FOR CANDIDATES
Answer all the questions.

If working is needed for any question it must be shown with the answer.

Omission of essential working will result in loss of marks.

The use of an approved scientific calculator is expected, where

apprnpriate.

If the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the

answer is not exact, give the answer to three significant figures.
Give answers in degrees to one decirnal place.

For n, use either your calculator value or 3.142, unless the question

rrquires the answer in terms af n .

lhe number of marks is given in brackets t ] at the end of
each question or part question.

The total number of marks for this paper is 80.

INDEX
NUMBER

For Examiner's Use

Qr 2

Q2 2

Q3 2

Q4 1

QS 2

Q6 J

Q7 J

Q8 3

Q9
nJ

Qt0 J

011 3

812 4

Ql3 4

014 t+

o15 A?

Ql6 4

Q17 5

Ql8 5

Q19 5

o20 5

Q2I 6

Q22 6

Total /80

This document consists of 2I printed pages including the Cover Sheet.
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2

ffi &TH EiJT*TICA L FOR*U I.AE

4048 MATHEMATTCS O LCVEL {2016)

a2=b2 +ei -2bc*o*A

rotalarnount- 
"(t-tr)'

C\uvcd surfacc area ofe song = firf

Surfacc aree of a sphsrc * 4trr2

Volnmcofaoora =L*'h
3

Volumeofaephe,le =!*''3

Arca of triaugle aAC * f,* sn C

Arc length = r0, whcre # is inradiaru

S*ror art! =*ld, wharc f, is in radiaor

abe

-=-=_*
stDA rir"B sinC

Conyowd interest

Mewuralion

T?igononetry

Jraisrrcs

**=#

Stardard deviation =

PartnerlnLeaming
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3

Ans*,er all the questions"

, The numbers p, q a*d r are represented on the number line.

opqY
The values af p, q,and r are liskd below

2

i-r'
=t

T
8

.fr
.)
L

- 1.57 =0.625 * 2.24
(a) Findp, q and r.

Answer .5n=-,8

,={-?
\3
4l

n
L

tIl

(b) Write down the irrational number(s).

Answer

T s
and

lll

., A Shinkansen train 273 m long passes through a tunnel 2 km long. The
speed of the train is 240kmlh.

Calculate the time taken for the train to pe$s through the tunnel completely"
Give your aflswer in seconds.

average

^ 273z+_
Tirue Taken: *:.1$$0' .

24A

^ 273z+-
: 1009x60x60

24A
:34.095 s

Answer 34.095 seconds {21

PartnerlnLearning
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4

3
4a-3b

It ts gl\,en that w r 

- 

r- b+c

Express & in terms of w, a and c.

4a-3b
Wa-

b+c

*(t*cl=4a-3b

bw +cw = 4a-1b

b(w+3) *4a*&v

. 4a-cw
,c-

w+3

lns*orj 4a-c*
.!
It....

w+3
l2J

PartnerlnLeaming
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4

5

The diagram shows a simplified view of a waterwheel.

(a) State the order of rotational symmetry.

Ans"wer .............8..

(b) Shade one more square on the diagram, such that the diagram has two lines of
symmetry.

tu

ltI

PartnerlnLearning
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5

6

The chart shows the total number of passengers at Changi Airport in the years 2016

to February 2020.

Total number
ofpassengers

2fi16 2AL7 2018 2AI9 2020
Year

State one feature of the chart that may be rnisleading and explain why.

PartnerlnLeaming
564

Features & reason
1. No ralues or scale on tle vertical axis (if it starts from 0 or not) - opued to

misinterpretation as tc total nurnber of passengers. OR Braggerates the
differences between the years

2. 2017 has a different width - it is not clear whether the width or &e height of
the bar should be read as the total number of pasenger movement.

3. 2020bar implies the eutire year while information given states up to
February 202A - distortion or misrepresentation of information.
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7

6 Simplify

(a) a'bxa-'bt o

(b)

Answer ...,.,b6

Ansu,er

ttI

-I
)

-I
3

27

xt

27-T'
x

e

-lJX-
3 :(

-t
xuor-
3

PartnerlnLearning
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1 The sketch below shows the graph of y - P *r* *t.
x

The points At0.5,5) and B(3, -10) Iie cn the $aph.
Find the values of p and q.

A(0.5,5)

r

5= P +0.5a+l
0.5

5-2p+0.5q+7
l0*4p+q+2
4P+q - 8--- (t)

-$={$q+l
J

-tg- p+9q+3
p+9q--33
p*-33-9q ---(2)

Sub (2) into (1)

+{-tt-oq)+ q -a
-132-36q+q =g
-112-35q*8
35q - *149

q-*4
Sub 4 * -4 into (Z)

p * -33- 9(-4)

P*3

B (3, -i0)

Answer p=

PartnerlnLeaming
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9

8 f={integers x:1sxs20}
P * {prime numbers}

2={multiples of 3}

(a) List the element(s) in P l\Q.

P = {2,3,5,7,1 1,I3,17,19}

g= {3,6,9,12,15,19}

Png*{31

Answer 3 or {3}

(b) Circle the correct staternent from the list below.

PCQ (gu P)'= {U

(c) On the Venn diagrarr, shade the region that represents P U g' .

E
b

PartnerlnLearning
567
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I

10

Jen wants to buy a vacuum cleaner costing $480.

Covey Norm departmenlal store has a payment plan for customers to pay a deposit

of $ 100 and then 24 monthly payments, each af 4o/o of the original cost of the

vacuum cleaner.

How much more than the original cost will Jen pay if she uses the payment plan?

Totalcost from offer

$100+$480* 
4 t24=$560.80

100

Diffetsnce

$56CI.80-$480=$80.80

An$ryer $............80.80..
The scale drawing in the answer space below shows a piece of land ABCD.

The owner of ths land decides to use part of the land to build a nursery based on the
following requirements :

(i) The nursery is oloser to the line,4B than AD
(iD The nursery is closer to the point D than C

By constructing an angle bisector and a perpendicular bisector, shade the area of the land
where the nursery will be built.

Answer 131

D

10
l3I

Lri )

A

B

c

PartnerlnLeaming
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l1

ll Sketch the graphof y=9-(x-l)2 on the axes below.

Indicare clearly the coordinates of the points where the graph crosses the axes and
the mainum point on the curve.
Answer

(r, c)
(o, s)

/=9-(x-l)t

( -2, o) (a, o)
x

PartnerlnLeaming
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t2

12 In the diagram, D and E'are points an AB ar:d BC respectively such that

angle BDE = an$e BCA.

BD=76cm,DA =8cm andBE= 12cm.

A 8cm D i6 cm B

cm

(a) Showthattriangle BDE andtriangle BCA*resiailar.

Answer (a) In triangle BDE and tiangle BC4

(b) Hence, find fC.

BC BA

BD BE
t2+ EC _2!

16 t2
EC -20

Answer EC=,..........20...."..cm 121

PartnerlnLeaming
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t3

13 (a) (0 Express 84 as the product of its prime factors,

Answer 
".".,.22 x3x7..

(i0 The number @ i, a perfect square.
g

h aad g are prime numbers such that & <9.

Find the value of Il and the value of g.

trl

12)

(b) Find two numbers, except 360 and 24,that have a lowest comrnon multiple of
360 and a highest common factor of 24.

360 = 23 x32 xS

24*21x3

23 x32 x5o =72

23 x3x5*720

PartnerlnLeaming
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t4

l4 Factorisecompletely

(a) Zax*x*o+2x2.

Method 1

2m-x-a+2x2

=Za)c-a-x.+Zxz
* a(z**t)*r{-t*zr)

= {zx-,)(,. 4
Method 2

2atc - x -a+Zxz

=2ax+2x2 -x-a
=2r(o+r)-(*+ o)

= (zr-t)(r* o)

(b) 4y? -76yx2.
4y'-l6w'
=qY(Y'-o*')

=qy(y-zr)(r+zr)

Arxwer (zx-t)(a+"r) 12)

Ans*,er ... 4y(y -Zx)(y +2x) L2]

PartnerlnLeaming
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15

15 A polygon has r sides. Two of its exterior angles arc?L" and 54o.

The remaining exterior angles are l5 " each,

Find
(a) the value of r,

Sum of exterior angles = 360o

2lo +54" +

n-21

(n-2 )
15=360o

(b) the sum of interior angles of the polygon.

surn of interior augles

:(zr-z)rro"

= 342d

PartnerlnLeaming

Answer n = ............21 121

Answer 3420' L21
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16 (a)

r6

4 skilled workers can complete a job in 5 days. 5 semi-skilled workers can

complete the same job in 6 days. How long does it take 1 skilled worker and

I semi-skilled worker to complete the same job if they work together?

-strlleA*- - "- -*$smi:$gil_e{ - - .-, . s-o*-of d-s"s"*-- Baxs
4-SUz0inverse

relation

li30 inverse relation65

1

20
I1 l)-'=,,

30)
+

Answer ....,....,...,:"12.,.........days 121

(b) It is given thaty is directly proportional to the square of x andy * pfot a
particular value of x. Expressy in terms ofp when this value of x is halved.

!=b2

P=ls2 -

,-o(;)'

y* fuz

4
1-.;P
.+

Answer t21I
4

p

PartnerlnLeaming
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l7

l7 The ratio of the base areas of tw-o geometrically similar cylinders is 9:25.

(a) If the surface area of the smaller cylinder is 480 cm2, what is the surf'ace af,ea

of the larger cylinder?

l, surface area of smaller cylinder
Atxrfacearea of larger cyliuder

480 9

x25
1

x:B*!
5

= 1330 
"rn2 

13 r.g

Answer . ......1330................ cm2 L21

(b) Find the ratio of the heights of the two cylinders.

&" height of smaller cylinder
fuheight of larger cylinder

h, _ !A, _ 19 _3
t- 14 

-!2s - j
or

h,=E
h, tl+

(c) Both cylinders are filled wi*r silica. The mass of &e silica in the larger

cylinder is 36 kg. Find the mass of silica in the smaller cylinder.

#-(;)'
, - ll)'*:o' \5/

255
93

PartnerlnLearning

Answer 3:5or5:3. trl

Answer ........7.776..",..............kg [21
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18

18 ,4 is the point (3 ,2) and3 is the point (9 , -l).
(a) Find the length of the linelB.

Length AB * e-3)'*(-r-z)2

=,t6
= 6.7482: 6.71units (3 s.f)

.Answer .........6.71............units t2I

(b) Find the equation of the straight .line that is parallel to AB, and passes through

point c(-+, o).

Gradientp - 
*'-2

-3 1 '-'
62

1
Y--1x*c
Sub C(-4,0)
g=-f,r-o+,
r--2

1^!=--x-t

1^
'Y - -;x - z t3l

PartnerlnLearning
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r9

19 The diagram shows a circle, centre O, radius 16 cm.

B is the rnid-point of the chord AC, DE is a diameter and BE* 25 cm.

D

(a) Calculate angle AOC in radia:r.

C

Answer

(b) Hence, find the area of the segmentABCE.

.oralc =a .

r5

gbc ="or-11
t6

,abc =2.or-l-1
r6

: 1.94678
:1.95 (3 s0

Reflex angte AOC : 2ttr -Z"os-lIi6

r.e5............... 121

Answer.........674. ...rr2 t3]

: lf a')(+.336405 - sin 4.$s4as)

Areaof segment ABCE

= 674.1186

:674 cm' (: ..t)

= 4.336405

PartnerlnLearning
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2*

20

The time taken to complete a task by two groups of students, Group I and Group ?, were

recorded.

The results are shown irr the dot diaggam.

Time (in hours) taken to complete a task

a

;ltr
*rttl;

0 8910

lGroup 1

QGroup 2

(s)

Answer 4, hours tU

(b) Write downthe range of the time taken by Group 2.

Answer ..."....."...6. . hours tl]
(c) Alice claims that Group 2 took a shorter time to complete the task as the range of

the time taken by Group 2 is shorter than that of Group l. Do you agree? Iusti$
your answcr.

7

s
o

s

6
IP

t

4
s
s
a

3

CI
2

@

@

1

@

5

Writc doum the median time taken by Group 1

I .... . .. ..disagree... because fir"sp_1-hep_m"qxtrroeJ*-cltrr_gbi*_wi[_a&s!
thssslfi eq"f "S""rp.wJ*Jle.ns*ritissplfeirlef; sxn$p-laelerm*&*I"fmw"2&*zuhaEr
-um*Q*b-nsgd*gll-r!lgm$e....

(d) Which group's timing was more consistent? Justi$ your answer,

Ansver (d) Ctroup....1.,'s timing was more consistent because:h*tffittt*dgj*Uge
of Srou$ 1,...3 hqq@,S.hsurs.

PartnerlnLeaming
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2t

2t

The number of bacteria,.Munits (in thousand), in a food item after t minutes, are connected

by the equation N *40(?t-1) .

The graph N =40{2'-') ir drawn on the grid below,

Nunits (in &ousaad)

400

350

300

250

150

100

I rnins
0

(a) Use rhe graph to estimate the range of values of t such tlrat 80 < .If < 320 .

Answer 2<t<4....

By drawing a tangent, find the gradient of the curve at (1, 40).

tll
o) (D

.. 150 - 20umdlent: 

-*
5-0,3

= 27.7 {*0.5 i.e 27.2 s grudient s 28.2}

)71

PartnerlnLearning
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22

(i0 Hence, state what the tangent at (1, 40) represents.

Answer T'he tangent represents the rate of change/ growthl incrcase ofthe mlmber of
bacteria in the food after I mins or after/ at, : I min..,

(iii) The food item is not safe to be consumed when the number of bacteria is at

least 800% from its original amount.

Using the graph, determine after how long the food item is no longer safe to

be consumed.

At t = 0, M:20 (ean be read from graph)

800%x20= 
800*20=160
100

time = 3 min

Salving of t-values using algebraic method is not acceptable.

Answer ., .mir LZI

PartnerlnLearning
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23

22 In the diagram, ABC represents a horizontal triangular garden.

CB:5 m.

Angle ACB - 64" and the bearing ofl from B is 280",,f
8l

C

(n) Calculate the bearing of B from,{,

Bearing : 280' - 180": 100"

OR

Bearing * I 80" -(fO"-280") : 100'

Ansq'er ......100. I1l

(b) A vertical tree, BT, has its base at B.

The angle of depression of the point C when viewed from the top of the tree is 24" .

(r) Find the height of the trroo.

Height of cliff = Star.Zl"

=2,22614
* 2.23 m

An*per ......,,...7.23....",.......,....,..m t21

(ir) David measured the largest *ngle of elevation of the top of the tree as

seen from the pathAC.

Calculate this angle of elevation.

sin64
shortest dilslance

=,--.-.".+

5

5

shortest distancs = 5sin64"
:4.49397

Let the largest angle of elevation be I "

5tan24'
tSnU -*-*--*-T

5sin64

0 -26.35208
o

*26.4 (l d.p)

Answer

End ofPaper
26.4
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CANDIDATE
NAME

CLASS

READ TIIESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST
Do not turn over the page until you are told to do so.

Write your name, class and index number in the spaces above.

Write in dark blue or black pen in the space provided for each question.

You may use a pencil for any diagrams or graphs.

Do not use paper clips, highlighters, glue or correction fluid.

Omission of essential working will result in loss of marks.

The use of an approved scientific calculator is expected, where

appropriate.

If the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the
answer is not exact, give the answer to three siguificant figures.
Give answers in degrees to one decimal place.

For.rr, use either your calculator value or 3.142, unless the question

requires the answer in terms of n .

The number of marks is given in brackets t I at the end of
each question or part question.

The total number of marks for this paper is 100.

INDEX
NUMBER

For Examiner's Use

Ql 10

Q2 4

Q3 5

Q4 6

Qs 9

Q6 8

Q7 10

Q8 8

Qe 9

Q10 l0

Ql1 11

Q12 10

Total /100

This document consists offfipinted pages including the Cover Sheet.
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2

Mathematical Formulae

Compound Interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

Total amount: P l+r
100

Curved surface area of a cone: nrl

Surface area of a sphere : 4nl

Volumeofacone:!r#t
3

Volume of a sphere: xf4

3

Area of triang le ABC : 
)ab 

sn C

Arc length: rfl where 0 is in radians

l"
Sector area: 

,r*0, 
where 0 is in radians

abc
slrr,A sin8 sinC

a2:b2+c2-2bccosA

Mean: >f.
2t

Standard deviation:
>f
f*' -(v\'(>r/

PartnerlnLeaming
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I (a)
2

Solve the equation +:i73

a'a
-=-73
3az =7a

3a2 -7a=0
a(3a -7) =$

1

a=0 or a=2!
3

and

and

and

3

Answer all questions.

PartnerlnLearning

i3l

t3l(b) Solve the inequalities -2 .7*:3 <3- x .

2

-2.7**3 s3-x
2

^ 7x+3 7x+3
-l<- and <3-x22
-4<7x+3 and 7x+3<2(3-x)

-4<7x+3 and 7x+3s6-2x

-7x <7

-x <l

x> -l

9x+3 s6
9x s3

1xs-
3

Ans
_1

-l<x<-
3

585
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4

(c) Express as a single fraction in its simplest form

63
18d2 -30d +8

+_.
16-gd2

6 J+-
t6-gdz

3
+

t8d2 -3ad +8
6

141

2(3d -t)(3d -4)
3

@4d)$+3d)
3

+
(3d -t)(3d -4)

3

@-3d)(a$d)
3

(3d -t)(3d -4) Qd -$$+3d)
3(a$d)-3(3d -1)

(3d -t)(3d -$@+3d)
12+9d -9d +3

(3d *1)(3d -$$+3d)
15

(3d -t)(3d -$(a+3d)
or

_ -15
(4-3d)(3d -\(a*d)

Altemative solution

63
I-

tgdz -30d+g l6-gd2

_ 6(16 - 9 d\ + 308d2 40d + 8)

Q6-ed1\8d2 4Ad +8)

_ 6$ * 3d)$ + 3d) + 6(3d - t)Gd - a)

2(4 - 3d)(4 + 3d)(3d - r)(3d - 4)

_ 6G * 3il$ + 3d) * 6(3d -D(a 4d)
2(4 - 3d)(4 + 3d)(3d - t)(3d - 4)

_ 6(44il1@$d)-(3d -t)1
2(4 - 3d)(4 + 3d)(3 d - t)(3 d - 4)

15

(3d -t)(3d -$@+3d)
l,All

PartnerlnLeaming
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5

2 In the diagram below, A, B, C and D are points on the circumference of a circle of centre O.

FCE is a tangent to the circle at C.

Angle BAC:68o and angleDOC: l00o

D

E

C

F

Find, giving reasons for each answer,
(i) angle DBC,

Angle DBC
I: 
1@n+le 

DOq

: 50o [Angle at the centre is tqrice the angle at the circumference]

(ii) angle DCF

angle DCF: angle DBC:50" (angles in altemate segment are equal)

(iii) angle BDO,

Angle ODC
180'- 100'

2
:40o

Angle BDC: Angle BAC:68" (angles in the same segment are equal

Angle BDO
: Angle DBC - Angle PDC
:68" - 40"
:28"

PartnerlnLeaming
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6

3 The diagram shows a solid made up of a cone and a hemisphere.
The has a radius of 5 cm.

(a) Calculate the surface area of the solid.

Slant height

22 +52

=13 cm

Surface area ofsolid

= [rr(fl(*)].[i, 4n(r,]

t3l

- 65n +50n

-ll5n cmz

=36Lcmz (3sf)

PartnerlnLeaming

12 cm

cm
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(b) Calculate the volume of the solid.

Volume of the solid

: 
[],o,',,,,]. [(i)(i)"t't' ]

- 100.r +831.rr
3

:l83lz or 550 or.t33
=576cn3(3sf)

7

PartnerlnLeaming
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8

4

C

fr
80 cm

D

A
50 cm

125 cm

A piece of steel rod AB is placed in a box as shown above. AB is 145 cm.
One end of the steel rod,,4, is in the bottom corner of the box and the other end of the
steel rod,4 is below the top corner of the box.

It is given that the box has a height of 80 cm, Iength of 125 cm and width of 50 cm.

(a) Find the length of BD.

By Pyttragoras' theorem,

(*l' =(r*)'*(AX)'

(*)' =5oz +1252

AD= 2500 + 15625

.qo =.h}Lzs ,*

(ro)' =(nr)' -(*)'
(ro)' :t4sz-(.fi8rrs)'

BD= 1025- 1812s

BD:53.8s16
BD =53.9 cm(3sf)

t3l
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9

O) Findthe angleABC. t3l

or tanLABD =

LABD = 68.199" (3dp) LMtl

cosLABD =BD
AB

cosLABD- 600
145

LABD=coS-'|f@)
l\r45)

orstnLABD- 'fi81x
145

LABD - 68.199' (3dp)

^lLBr25W
LABD =68.199'(3dP)

LABC-180o-LABD
LABC = 180"-68.199'

LABC =ttl.}'(ldp)

Altenrative solution

By Pythagoras' theorem,

(nr\' =(ro\'*(eo)'

(nr)' = to'*(Jrtrx)'

dc:Jzqszs "*

(nr)' = (nr\' + (n c)' - z(,et)(n c\ cos LABC

(^trrsrs)' = (r +s)' * (so -'tzn )' - 
z ( r as) (ao - J2e00 )'" 

s LAB C

, ,^^ (r+s)'*(ao-.600)' -(Jr4srs)'
^^^/ /D/-_' ' \ t \

z(t+s)(ao-Jzmo)

Using cosine rule,

cosLABC =-0.37139
LABC = 111.8'(ldp)
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5 The diagram shows a plot of land that is in the shape of a quadrilateral PQRS where
PR= 2.2 km and P^S: 1.4 lon. Angle PRQ:90", angle kPQ:25" and angle SPR : 42"

s

1.4 km

P

(a) Calculate the length of QR.

tan25" =QR
2.2

QR=2.2tar,25'

8R-t.03 ton (3s.f .)

*Alternative method: Using Sine Rule

(b) Calculate the area of the plot of land.

Area of the plot of land

=lltr ry,2 tan 25 " 
)] 

+ 

l;t, 4 tr rsin +z' 
) ]

l2l

t3l

lMl,Ml- subtitution of valuesrnto formula for area)

=1.12846 + 1.03046

=2.16lorf
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(c) Determine whether it is possible to build a circular fence such that points P, Q, R

and ,S lie on the circumference of a circle.
Justify your decision and show your calculations clearly.

Using cosine rule,

(r^)' = (rs)' * (ra)' - z(rs)(Pft)coszsPR

(t^)' = (r.+)' * (z.z)' - z(r.+\(z.z) cos 42"

(t^)'= z.zzzz(ssf)

SR=1.4907 km(ssf)

Using sine rule,

sinZP^SR sinZ,SPR

l4l

PR

sinZPSR

.tR

sin42"

2.2 1.4907

sinzP,sn -sin42" ,r.,
1.4907

LPSR =80.936' (3dp)

LRQP = 180" - LPRQ- LkPg
LRQP - 180o -90" -25o
LRQP =65"

LPSR+ LRQP = 80.936"+65"

LPSR+ LRQP =145.936"

Since ZPS.IR + LRQP '.180", 
points P, Q, R and S do not lie on the circumference

of the circle

(By the converse of the property that angles in opposite segments are

supplementary or opposite angles in a cyclic quadrilateral add up to 180')
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6 Ben has just relocated back to Singapore from United Kingdom.

(a) Ben converted his savings of f,50 000 to Singapore dollars when the exchange rate tll
between pounds (f) and Singapore dollars (S$) was f 1 : S$1.78.
Calculate the amount of money in Singapore dollars Ben received after the
conversion.

f,l : S$1.78
f,50 000: 51.78 x 50 000
f50 000: s$89 000 I
Ben had S$89 000 after conversion.

O) Ben is intending to invest this sum of money in a fixed deposit called the"Multiply 13]
Plan" for a period of one year. The interest earned from the *Multiply Plan" is
compounded monthly based on the interest rates listed below.

Calculate the total amount of money in Singapore dollars that Ben would have at
the end ofone year, correct to the nearest cent.

Amount of money Ben has after the first 6 months
6

= (amoo) ,.(i)
100

= (arooo) 1*1
600

6

= $89 893.7166 $dp)

Amount of money Ben has after the next 6 months

E)
100

6

(89893.7166 +
)

)

6

I

(89893.7166

:$91a23.2568 {adp)

=$91023.26 (zdp)

l+1
480

PartnerlnLeaming
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Interest rate for first six-month period 2o/oper annum

Interest rate for next six-month period 2.5o/o pet annum
(based on total amount at the end of the

first six months)

Plan
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(c) Prior to retuming to Singapore, Ben worked out a projected monthly expenditure

for living in Singapore.

Rental of a HDB flat s$2200
Food s$400
Transport s$100
Leisure s$s00

However, he realised that his actual monthly expenditure was different from his
projected amount. He has to pay 25o/o morc for rental of a flat, 40% more for food
and3}o/omore for transport than what he had projected.

In order to reduce his monthly expenditure, he decided to cut back his monthly

expenses for leisure by 50%.

(i) Calculate Ben's actual monthly expenditure.

Ben's actual monthly expenditure

= [i#',,*]. l+# " 
-*]. 

li#',*].l#. soo]

=2750+560+ 130+ 250

= S$3 690

(ii) Calculate the percentage increase in Ben's actual expenditure compared to his

projected monthly expenses, correcting your answer to 3 significant figures.

Total proj ected expenditure
: s$2200 + s$400 + s$100 + s$500
:S$3200

Percentage increase in his actual expenditure compared to his projected monthly

expenses

3690 - 3200: 

-X 

IUU
3200

=15.3o/o (3s.,f.)

121

121
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7 A local restaurant has 3 outlets in Bishan, Clementi and Orchard Road.

Each outlet offers 4 different set meals at the following prices.

Set A Set B Set C Set D
$10 $12 $14 $20

The table below shows ttre number of set meals sold at the different outlets for the month of
January.

Set / Outlet Bishan Clementi Orchard Road
Set A 2s0 i00 300
Set B 100 80 150

Set C 50 30 t20
Set D 80 20 100

(a) Represent the information given in two matrices, a I x 4 matrix, P, and
a4x3matrix,Q.

P: 10 t2 t4 20

o:
300

1s0

120

100

(b) Evaluate PQ.

l2l

l2l

250 100

100 80

s0 30

80 20

PQ=

PartnerlnLeaming
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2500 + 1200 + 700 + 1 600 I 000 + 960 + 420 + 400 3000 + 1 800 + I 680 + 2000

6000 2780 8480

(c) Explain what each element in PQ represents.

6000 represents the total amount of money (in dollars) collected from the sales of
set meals by the Bishan outlet of the restaurant in the month of January.

2780 represents the total amount of money (in dollars) collected from the sales of
set meals by the Clementi outlet of the restaurant in the month of January.

8480 represents the total amount of money (in dollars) collected from the sales of
set meals by the orchard Road outlet of the restaurant in the month of January.

P8

PQ

t1l
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In view of the Circuit Breaker which took place in the month of April, the restaurant started a

delivery service in place of dine-in and offered the different set meals at the same price.

In the month of April, there was a2Ao/o increase for each type of set meal sold at the outlet in
Bishan and a decrease of 4Ao/o for each type of set meal sold at the outlet in Orchard Road. The

number for each type of set meal sold at the Clementi outlet remained the same in the month of
April.

The matrix & a 3 x 1 matrix, is such PQR gives the total amount of money collected by the

three outlets in the month of April.

(d) Write down matrix R. t1l

R:

l:il

(e) Evah:o;te PQR. 12)

PoR: 6000 2780 8480

15
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Ii]
POR =ltzoo+ 2780 + soss]

PQR= [15068]

(f) Calculate the difference in the total amount of money collected by the restaurant in
April compared to January.

Was there an increase or decrease in the total amount of money collected by the
restaurant in April compared to January?

Total arnount collected in January
: $6000 + $2780 + $8480
:$17 260

Total amount collected in April
: $15068

Difference
: $17 260 - $15068
:92192

There was a decrease in the total amount collected by the restaurant in April.

tzl
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t A tower is made of layers of grey and white cubes.

The first layer of the tower is made with one grey cube.

Layer 1 #
A tower with two layers is made with five grey cubes and one white cube as shown
below.

Layer 1 ffi
Layer 2

A tower with three layers is made with nine grey cubes and six white cubes as shown
below.

Layer I ffi
Layer2

Layer 3

(a) Complete the table below.

PartnerlnLeaming
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t3l

Number of layers 1 2 3 4 5 n

Total number of white cubes 0 I 6 1) 2,8
(n -1)(2n-3)

Total number of grey clrbes I 5 9 1j ,1,7 4n- 3

Total number of cubes I 6 15 .16 45 2#-n
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(b) Find, in terms of n, the total number of erey cubes in a tower with n layers. tll

For n: 1, no. ofgrey cubes : 1

For n:2, no. ofgrey cubes :5: | * 4
For n:3, no. ofgrey cubes :9: l+ 4+ 4
For n: 4, no. ofgrey cubes : 13 : 1+ 4 + 4 + 4
For n : 5, no. ofgrey cubes : 17 : | + 4 + 4 + 4+ 4+ 4

Total no of grey cubes in a tower with n layers
:1*(n-1X4)
:l*4n-4
or
:4n-3 

i

(c) Find, in terms of n, the total number of cubes in a tower withn layers t1l

For n: 1, total no. cubes: 1 : 1 x 1

For n : 2, totalno. cubes : 6 : 2 x 3
For n:3, total no. cubes: 15 :3 x 5
For n : 4, totalno. cubes : 28 : 4 x 7
For n:5, total no. cubes :45 = 5 x9

Total no of grey cubes in a tower with n layers
:nx(2n-l) [Bl]
or
:2*-n [B1]

(d) Sarah used 97 grey cubes to build a tower.
Calculate the number of white cubes she used.

t3l

4n-3:97
4n: 100

n:25

Total no of cubes to build a tower with 25 layers
:25 (50 - l)
:25(49\
:1225

No. of white cubes used
: 1225 - 97
: t128
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9 The graph below shows the heights of 120 Secondary Four students in a school.

1l

I

0 lso 155 150 165 170 175 180 185

Height in centieneffes

(a) Using the graph,
(i) write down the median,

Median: 165 cm

(ii) find the interquartile range

Interquartile range
= 170 - 160
:10cm

(b) Given that 40%o of the students are taller than x cm, find the value ofx.

60% ofstudents
:0.6 x 120

- 1"1
- tL

x:167

PartnerlnLeaming
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U

t1l

t1l

t1l
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(c) The minimum height requirement to join the school's basketball team is 175 cm.
If two students are randomly selected, calculate the probability that they meet the

height requirement for the school's basketball team.

Probability

11 10

120 119

ll
1428

OR

l2 1t

120 119

11

I 190

(d) (i) the table below.

(ii) Estimate the mean height of the students.

Mean height: 165 cm (3 s.f.)

(iii) Estimate the skndard deviation of the height of students.

Standard deviation :7.04 cm or 7.10 cm

19
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l2l

t1l

tll

601

Frequency
(Alternative

Solution)

Frequency
(Alternative

Solution)

Frequency
(Alternative

Solution)
Height (cm) Frequency

t2 t2150<xs155 11 11

t8 18155<xs160 19 19

30 30160<x<165 30 30

30 30 30165<x<170 30

18 L9 18170 < x <175 L9

t2 11 t2175 <.r 
= 

180 11

165 cm
(3 s0

165 cm
(3 sfl(e) Mean

165 cm
(3 s0

165 cm
(3 s0

7.10 cm
(3s0

7.10 cm
(3 s0

7.16 cm
(3s0

7.04 cm
(3s0(f) sD
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10 The diagram shows a rectangle PORS, where PQ: 15 cm and PS: 10 cm.

The large circle has a cenke A andtouches three sides of the rectangle.
The small circle has a centre ,B and touches two sides of the rectangle.
The small circle touches the large circle at point 7.
The large and small circles touch the side SR at D and C respectively.
The pointE is the foot ofthe perpendicular from B to AD.

IS

fi
It is given that the radius of the large circle is 5 cm and the radius of the small circle is x cm.

(a) Write down, in terms ofx, an expression for the lengths of

(i) AB:5 *x

(iD
AE:AD_ED
AE:5 -x

(iii)
EB: DC
EB:SR-SD-CR
EB=15-5-x
EB= 10-x
DC = 10 -.r

PartnerlnLeaming
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(b) Form an equation inx and show that it simplifies to xz -40x+100= 0.

(*)' =(*)'+(rn)'

(s*r)' = (r-r)' *(ro-r)'
25+x2 +10x= 25+xz -10x+100+x2 -ZAx

25 + x2 - 10x + 100+ x2 -2Ax -25 - x' -lox = o

x'-4Ax+100= 0(shown)

(c) Solve x' - 4Ox + 100 = 0 , giving your answer correct to 2 decimal places.

x' -40x+100 = 0

t3I

t3l

tll

-(-a0)= -40 -4(1X100)

2(r)

or x =2.67949

2

)X=

x =37.3205

IMI]

x =37.32 (zdp) or x =2.68 (zdp) lAl,All

(d) Hence, find the radius of the small circle, correct to two decimal places.

Radius of the small circle : 2.68 cm (Reject x : 37 .32 as as x < 5)
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11 The variablesx andy are connectedbythe equation ! =2x*4-5.
x

Some corresponding values of x andy, correct to 2 decimal places, are given in the table below.

x 0.75 I 1.5 2 3 4 5 6

v 3.61 I p 0 1.44 3.25 5.16 7.ll

(a) Find the value ofp, grving your answer to 2 decimal places.

sub x =1.5,
Ap:2(1.5)+;---5

(1.s)

p = -0.22 (zdp)

l1l
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(b) Using ascale of 2 cmtorepresent 1unit, draw ahorizontalx-axis for 0s x37.
Using a scale of 2 cm to represent 1 unit, draw a verticaly-axis for -1< y < 8.

On your axes, plot the points given in the table and join them with a smooth curye. t3l
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(c) Use your graph to find

(i) the least value ofy,

24
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lll

Least value of y: - 0.24 (t 0.1)

(ii) the range of values of x for which y is less than 2, 121

Graph of y:2 drawn

0.9 (t 0.1) < x<3.3 (t 0.1)

(iii) the solutions of the equation 3x3 = l4xz - 8 by drawing a suitable straight line. L4l

3x3 =14x2 -B
3x3 l4x2 -8
-=-

22xx

3x=14-1
x'

3x-4
-: 

, --2x'
3x4-
T*-='lzx-
Y*1-5=7 -52x'
!*l-s=z
2x'
!*!*1-5 =2+!22x'?
z**X-5=Lx+2

2 xz

Line of I =)x+2&awt

x:0.85 (t 0.1) orr:4.55 (t 0.1)

x 0 4 7

v 2 4 5.5
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12 The most popular ride at the Outer Space amusement park is the Ferris wheel.

The diagram below shows a model of the Ferris wheel at the park.

Each day, the Ferris wheel rides run from 10:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. with an hour break for
maintenance work at 3 p.m.

The Ferris wheel has 16 passenger cabins. There are seats for 3 passengers in each cabin.

Due to recent rules on social distancing, it is mandatory to have an empty seat in between

two passengers in each cabin.

Before each ride, passengers take about 5 minutes to be seated and undergo safety

checks. At the end of each ride, passengers take about 2 minutes to disembark.

The table below shows the ticket prices for one ride on the Ferris wheel for weekdays

and weekends. Tickets must be used on the same day of purchase.

Weekday Ticket $18

Weekend Ticket $23

(a) Given that the Ferris wheel makes 1 revolution every two minutes and

makes 4 revolutions per ride, calculate the total number of rides each cabin

on the Ferris wheel makes in one day.

Time taken for I ride
: 4 revolutions x 2 minutes
:8 minutes

No. of rides per day

60
=-X9

8+2+5
=36

o) Calculate the maximum number of passengers that the Ferris wheel can take 11]

in one day.

Maximr:m number of passengers that the Ferris wheel can take a day

:2 passengers x 16 cabins x 36 rides
: ll52
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(c) If all the seats are taken up for every ride, calculate the total amount of
money that the park can collect from the sale of tickets for Ferris wheel
rides on a weekday.

t1l

Total amount of money the park can collect from the sale of tickets for rides
on the Ferris wheel on a weekday.
: ll52 x $18
: $20 736

(d) To commemorate its tenth birthday, the amusement park is planning to give out free t6l
tickets for its Ferris wheel rides.

Propose a sensible number of tickets to be given free such that the amount collected
from the sale of tickets sales for the day covers its operating cost of $10 000. It is also
estimated that 4A% to 6A0/o of the total possible seats will be taken for each ride.

Explain yow proposal clearly and state any assumptions made.

I Stating reasons for decision to grve out weekend or weekday tickets.
Eg. Identifuing that maximum possible free tickets would be on a weekend due to
greater possible free tickets due to higher ticket prices for paid tickets

_ - Stating assumptions related to range of occupancy between 40Yo to 60Yo
Eg. 50% occupancy rate as it is the mean between 40Yo and 600/o.

Eg. 60% occupancy rate for weekend is a high possibility

_ _ Showing calculation for number of paid tickets required to cover operating cost
of $10 000. Value should be rounded up.

Showing calculation for number of free tickets based on assumption made on
occupancy rate (subtraction made for the right values)

Overall clear explanation and conclusion
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Weekday Tickets
Max no of paid tickets to cover operating cost

$10000

18

:555.6

:556
(rounded up to nearest whole nol

Assumption:
4AYo occvPancY

Assumption:
50olo occuPancY

Assumption:
60Yo accuPancY

No. of free tickets

=( 9x r r sz)- sso\roo )
:460-ss6

=-96
[Not possible]

(460.8 is rounded up to
nearest whole no.)

No. of free tickets

= 
(4, r rsz)- sso\roo )

=576-556
=20

No. of free tickets

6o 
x1152

100
-s56

= 691.2-556

=691-556

= 135

(691.2 is rounded down to
nearest whole no.)

Weekend Tickets
Max no of paid tickets to cover operating cost

$10000

23
:434.8

:435
(rounded up to nearest whole no.)

Assumption:
60%

Assumption:
s0%

No. of free fickets

=691,.2-435

=691-435

=256

(691.2 is rotrnded down to

-435

nearest whole

60 
x1152

100

No. of free tickets

-435

=576-435
=l4l

50 
x1152

100

No. of free tickets

(460.8 is rounded up to
nearest whole no.

=460.8-435
= 461-435

=26

-435
40 xtts2
100
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40olo occuPancY


